
Explore Premium Features
Some of MIRACLE’s best features

Best cleaning results

Co-developed with CTC Chemicals, a 
major supplier of tank cleaning 

chemicals, our cleaning procedures 
are the most time and cost-efficient 

Crew Training

Improve your crew performance 
using our extensive training material, 
including videos, images, and online 

certificates.

Comprehensive information

Get a wealth of information for your 
cargo, including IBC, Marpol, physical 

properties, safe handling and 
stowage

Virtual Safety Data Sheets

Be prepared for your next cargo using 
our machine-generated SDS-like 

virtual safety data sheets

Personal Protective Equipment

Get recommendations for Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE) and 

ensure the safety and health of your 
crew

Previous Cargo Compatibility Check

Check your cargo against FOSFA, NIOP 
and EU regulations for acceptable or 

banned previous cargoes.

UV Graphs

Improve your washing water analysis 
using our reference graphs 

developed in collaboration with 
Saybold, a leading global laboratory.

Adjacent cargo compatibility

Perform adjacent cargo compatibility 
checks, including all known positive 

and negative exceptions.

Coating Compatibility check

Check the compatibility of your cargo 
with a specific tank surface coating

Supercharge your crew’s 
PERFORMANCE

Saves time and money 
MIRACLE cleaning procedures are the fastest 
and most thorough, resulting in faster ship 
turnarounds and lower port charges

Reduces Risk 
Using MIRACLE minimizes possible costly cargo 
contaminations and safety-related incidents

Works in all conditions 
MIRACLE is available as a cloud application 
and fully offline-capable windows application 
ensuring access is always possible
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INCREASES SKILLS 
KNOWLEDGE BASE
With its integrated knowledge 
base, MIRACLE is an excellent tool 
to teach new crew members the 
basics as quickly as possible.

MIRACLE

Whatever the conditions, MIRACLE has you covered!  
Our cloud-based web app and fully offline-capable 

Windows application ensure you always have access 
to our system, whether you’re online or offline.

Best tank cleaning procedures on 
the market
Most comprehensive knowledge 
base for crew training
Easiest operation, no training 
required

Say goodbye to unsatisfactory 
cleaning results 
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